Imagine: A ceiling so completely fresh and unusual it seems practically reinvented. DESIGNFlex® Ceiling Systems mean a shift from traditional 2’ x 2’ and 2’ x 4’ modules to new design patterns using triangles, parallelograms, and trapezoids plus new sizes in squares and rectangles. Classic white, subtle pops of color, or bold color palettes can personalize your space. And choose from a range of materials – from mineral fiber and fiberglass to wood and metal.

DESIGNFlex® panels offer a wide variety of panel materials, shapes, sizes, and colors to create hundreds of palettes and dozens of patterns – all made-to-order and ready to ship in just 3 weeks and slightly longer for metal and wood panels.

All DESIGNFlex® White and Sustain® color ceiling panels are part of the Sustain® portfolio and many have Total Acoustics® performance – just look for the Total Acoustics® and Sustain® icons.
COOL  WARM  BOLD  SUBTLE
In this room, the designer used pattern SH-17 in white with two subtle stripes of color to compliment the Tectum® wall art.

Online, this same pattern is shown in full color, greyscale, stripes of color, arrow-like patterns, and with 3D shapes.

Choose a pattern from the gallery and use a pre-designed color palette or create your own. For more details, visit the pattern gallery online: armstrongceilings.com/patterngallery
DESIGNFlex® Shapes Pattern 17 ceiling panels; Tectum® Panel Art wall panels; Axis shaped lighting fixtures
DESIGNFlex® Shapes

Select from these shapes, panels, and colors to create your DESIGNFlex® Ceiling System.

Panel Configurations  For more details visit armstrongceilings.com/patterngallery.

Triangles  Parallelograms  Trapezoids  Left Triangles  Right Triangles

Product Selection

Calia® Shapes  Lyra® PB Shapes  Optima® PB Shapes  Ultima® Shapes  MetalWorks™ Shapes for DESIGNFlex®  WoodWorks® Shapes for DESIGNFlex®

Product Color Selection  Due to printing limitations, shade may vary from actual product.

Calia® & Lyra®  Optima® & Ultima®  MetalWorks™  Natural Variations™ (Real Wood Veneers)  Custom Veneers Available

Calla® & Lyra® Shapes

Optima® & Ultima® Shapes

MetalWorks™ Shapes

Natural Variations™ (Real Wood Veneers)

Optima® & Ultima® Shapes

MetalWorks™ Shapes

Natural Variations™ (Real Wood Veneers)

Bamboo®

*Veneer is rapidly renewable. Bamboo is a grass that only requires 3-7 years for maturity and does not have to be replanted after each harvest.
Color takes shape!

armstrongceilings.com/patterngallery
Mix and match different panel sizes, materials, and colors to reinvent your ceiling.

Panel Configurations  For more details visit armstrongceilings.com/patterngallery.

Squares  Rectangles

Product Selection

Calla®/Lyra® / Calla® High CAC / Optima® / Ultima® / Lyra® PB / Lyra® PB High CAC / Lyra® Vector® / Lyra® Concealed / Optima® / Optima® Vector® / Optima® Concealed / Ultima® / Ultima® High NRC / Ultima® Vector®

MetalWorks™ Tegular

WoodWorks® Tegular

WoodWorks® Vector

Product Color Selection  Due to printing limitations, shade may vary from actual product.

Calla® & Lyra®

Optima® & Ultima®

MetalWorks™

Natural Variations™ (Real Wood Veneers)

Calla® & Lyra®

Optima® & Ultima®

MetalWorks™

Natural Variations™ (Real Wood Veneers)

Bamboo*  Due to rapid re-growth, bamboo requires only 3-7 years for maturity and does not have to be replanted after each harvest.

* Veneer is rapidly renewable. Bamboo is a grass that only requires 3-7 years for maturity and does not have to be replanted after each harvest.

Due to printing limitations, shade may vary from actual product.

Custom Veneers Available

Due to printing limitations, shade may vary from actual product.

Custom Colors Available

Available in any color!

Available in any color!
Go subtle or be bold!

armstrongceilings.com/patterngallery
Lighting and MEP Integration for DESIGNFlex® Ceiling Systems.

Linear Lighting

T-BAR FLEX™ lights are pre-qualified for fit and finish and are available through our lighting partner, JLC-Tech. Also, in addition to standard modular and pendant fixtures, our TechZone® lighting partners offer a variety of compatible solutions.

On the light side

Lighting and MEP Integration for DESIGNFlex® Ceiling Systems.
Shaped Lighting

Unique shaped lighting fixtures are pre-qualified for fit and finish and are available through our lighting partner, Axis.

See more lighting options at armstrongceilings.com/partners.

Shaped Diffusers

Shaped diffusers are available through Price® and are pre-qualified for fit and finish to compliment your DESIGNFlex® Ceiling System layout. Visit armstrongceilings.com/partners for more details.
Personalize Your Design!
Mix and match different sizes, shapes, colors and materials to reinvent your ceiling. Visit our pattern gallery online to see ideas for your next project. Or call us at the number below for help in designing a pattern specific to your project vision.

DESIGNFlex® Assistance
1 877 276-7876
Customer Service Representatives
7:45 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST
Monday through Friday

TechLine – Technical information, detail drawings, CAD design assistance, installation information, other technical services – 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. EST, Monday through Friday. FAX 1 800 572 8324 or email: techline@armstrongceilings.com

armstrongceilings.com
Latest product news
Standard and custom product information
Online catalog
CAD, Revit®, SketchUp® files
A Ceiling for Every Space® Visual Selection Tool
Product literature and samples – express service or regular delivery
Contacts – reps, where to buy, who will install

CEU – Acoustical Design for Today’s Buildings

Inspiring Great Spaces®

Cover Design – DESIGNFlex® pattern SH-25 is available for mineral fiber, fiberglass, wood and metal patterns.